
	
 You may have heard about the Common Core State Standards, or simply Common Core, in various 
media outlets.  There has been a great deal of discussion as of late and even more misunderstanding regarding 
this initiative.  This week, I would like to clarify what this is about and let you know how it relates to General 
McLane.
 The Common Core was born out of the most recent education reform movement and is closely linked to 
the American Diploma Project.  In 2009, with financial support from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and 
others, the National Governors Association commissioned the creation of a national math and literacy 
curriculum. They came up with the Common Core State Standards, a shorter list of standards that emphasize 
deeper instruction of key concepts.
	
 American curriculum has often been criticized for being “a mile wide and an inch deep.”  This criticism 
is deserved as schools have been expected to teach many topics, not allowing enough time to get students to 
think critically and deeply about the topics.  The Common Core (standards for math and literacy) attempt to 
narrow the number of topics so students can be prompted to go deeper.  This depth of thinking is what 
employers are calling for – the ability to analyze information and solve problems.
	
 The Common Core standards are a move in the right direction.  We have been working toward deeper 
learning for our students for some time.  Using something called the Rigor and Relevance Framework, we strive 
for “Quadrant D Learning,” learning that calls for higher order thinking skills applied to real world problems 
that may or may not have an answer available.  We converted to Common Core Standards at the elementary 
school two years ago.  
	
 The internet has changed everything.  Information is available 24-7.  Before the internet, teachers were 
the principal purveyors of information, that is, students relied on teachers to give them information and 
information acquisition was the focus of learning.  Now, with information so readily available, the focus needs 
to be on using this readily-available information to solve problems.  That is a focus of the Common Core.
	
 Another good point of the Common Core is the consistency it will provide for students.  Our society is 
much more transient now.  Students move more often, sometimes from state to state.  We have noticed a greater 
level of transiency in our district as well.  With 45 states voluntarily adopting the Common Core,  it is more 
likely we will avoid “curriculum casualties.”   A curriculum casualty occurs when a student moves to a district 
where a topic or concept was taught earlier in the new student’s district but not in the former district.  For 
example, a student moves into District A in fifth grade where long division was taught in fourth grade.  But last 
year when the student was in District B, they did not learn long division because it is taught in fifth grade in 
District B.  That student is at a distinct disadvantage.  This kind of curriculum casualty can occur on a number 
of levels for students and students who have moved a number of times, can have poor achievement due only to 
the moves.  
	
 There has been some controversy as of late over the Common Core, much of it born out of 
misunderstanding and misinformation.  Some educators take issue with when certain topics are taught.  The fact 
is, you can put 10 educators in a room and they may each have a different opinion on the matter.  Given that 
there will never be complete agreement and we’ll never have a perfect set of standards, we should embrace 
what we have.  Some concern has been raised over the testing that will occur for the Common Core standards.  
This testing will in essence, be no different than what we are dealing with now, just aligned to these new 
standards. 
	
 Some critics are complaining that the Common Core is a national curriculum and an invasion of privacy 
by the federal government.  In essence, it is a national curriculum being voluntarily adopted.  I personally don’t 
have issues with that.  The federal government’s involvement has been minimal, simply promoting the 
standards in conjunction with competitive grant funding  provided by the Race to the Top program.
	
 In summary, the Common Core State Standards seek to provide a more streamlined curriculum, focusing 
on analysis and problem solving.  With 45 states adopting these standards, there will be greater consistency for 
students who move from district to district.  The Common Core is requiring districts to rethink how they teach 
everything and will eventually be responsible for students engaging in a more relevant curriculum.  
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